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Algebraic flows in regular matroids (M-flows) are considered. A constructive proof of a 
max M-flowaria cut theorem leads to algorithms for the determination of maximal M-flows. 
Es werden algebra&he FUsse in reguUiren Matroiden (M-F&se) betrachtet. Ein konstruk- 
tiver Beweis eines max M-Fh&nin Schnitt Satzes fiihrt auf Algorithmen xut Bestimmung eines 
maximalen M-Fliisses. 
Flow problems in matroids (M-flows) have been investigated by several authors: 
Gallai [7) and Minty [lZ] proved a max flow-mm cut @&-MC) theorem for 
regular matroids, Fulkerson [6] and Rockafellar [13] developed M-flow theories 
for elementary vectors. Seymour [14] characterized those matroids which have the 
M&MC property, i.e. the property that an integer capacity fl nction k defined on 
the matroid elements e E E leads to an integer valued maxin al M-flow. 
In this paper we shall restrict our attention to M-flows in regular matroids. Our 
approach differs from the above mentioned in two aspects: 
(i) The problem will be formulated in a different way and thus leads to an 
algorithm for the determination of a maximal M-flow. 
(ii) Instead of real-valued M-flows we shall look at alget :aic flows, i.e. M-flows 
with values in a totally ordered semigroup (H, *, s ). 
In the next section regular matroids are introduced. In the third section we 
describe the algebraic system (H, *, G). Then a Np;MC theorem is proved in a 
constructive way. The proof leads to algorithms for the max M-flow problem 
which will be described in the last sections. 
The reader who is interested only in real valued matroid flows may omit Section 
3 and use the substitutions of the algebraic systems (E& *, G) explained in 
Appendix A. 
Some proofs which are a bit tedious have been performed in Appendix B in 
order to make the paper easier readable. 
2. Rear matroids 
Throughout this section it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the 
fundamental definitions and properties of matroids. (cf. Welsh 1171). 
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Let M be a matroid defined on a finite set E with circuits CE % and cocircuits 
DE% 
If it is possible to partition each C E % and each D E 9 into C = C* U C and 
D = D’ ‘U D- such that 
Ic+nD’l+Ic-nD-I=Ic+no-I+ic-no+1 (2.1) 
holds for each pair of circuits and cocircuits, then M is called a regular matroid. 
Simple examples for regular matroids are graphic and cographic matroids and it 
is useful for the reader to check the following theory in these special cases. Tutte 
L16] showed that a matroid is regular if and only if it can be represented by the 
columns of a totally unimodular matrix. Seymour [15] gave recently a nice 
characterization of regular matroids by means of a combination of graphic and 
tographic matroids and copies of a certain ten-element matroid. 
Let E’c E. Then it is an easy exercise to show that it is possible to reverse cite 
signs of the elements of E’ without violating (2.1). (By reversing the signs of 
E’S E we mean the changing of the partitions 
C’ + (C’ \ E’) U (C- f7 E’), 
C- + (C \ E’) U (C n E’), D analogous). 
In the following we shall assume w.1.o.g. that A4 contains an additional copy C 
req. D of each CE % resp. DE 9 with the property C‘ = C, c = c”, Is’ = D’, 
D- = D”. 
Finally we introduce some notations: 
9=, 9f, Q are defined analogously. 
3. The ordered semigroup (El, *, S) 
Let (I-Z, *, G) be an ordered commutative semigroup, i.e.: 
(HI, G) is a totally ordered set. (3.1) 
(H, *) is a commutative semigroup with neutral element 0. (3.2) 
a<b+a*ccb*c Va,b,cE:U. 
Furthermore our system shall obey the reduction rule 
a<b+SEH:a*c=b Va,b,cEH, 
and thz weak cancellation rule 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
a*b=a*c+b=cva*b=a Va,b,cEH. (3.5) 
Then it can be shown (cf. Fuchs [5]) that H can be partitioned in a family (Hi)ier 
of ordered semigroups (Hi, *i, si) with an ordered index set I, where the strong 
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cancellation rule holds in each Hi. 
a*b=a+c+b=c Va,b,cEHi. (3.5’) 
For each i E I with 06 Hr we add a neutral element Oi to HI, where Oi h;as the 
following properties: 
a~~~nj<i~Q,*a=a*O,=O,naCO, (3.6) 
and 
aEH~Aj~i301i*a=a*0,=anOi<a. (3.7) 
It can easily be seen that this new system also fulfills (3.1)-(3.5). For 
a 6, b H can define kinds a in *, 
bra= 
if = 
solutionof *cx= ifacb, 
Oi9 
bya, 
The definitions equivalent (H, is group. For a = b E Hi, b * Q # b * Q 
iff O$Hi. 
To conclude let us define for each u E H 
index of a, 
doma:=(xEH(a*x=a}, domainofa, 
posa:={xEHI a * x 3 a}, positive cone. 
Further properties of (H, *, G) and examples can be found in Burkard, Hamacher, 
Zimmermann [l] and Hamacher [8]. 
d lhe aIgebmIc max matmid 180~~mIn cut thearem 
Let 1M be a regular matroid, (H, *, G) be a totally ordered semigroup as defined 
in Section 3 and e, E E be a distinguished element. Furthermore let a capacity- 
function k : E’+pos H be defined on E’ : =E \{el}. 
DeWitIon. A function f : E --L, H is called an algebraic matroid flow (M-flow) if 
it fulfills the following properties 
capacity-property Off< k(e) Ve E E’, (4.1) 
cocircwit-property 
fW+) := eE*D+f(e) = .zD_ f(e) = : f(W) VI) E 9. 62) 
f(el) is the value of the M-flow fi 
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The maximal M-flow problem consists in determining an M-flow f of maximal 
value f(e,,), a so called maximal flow. 
Special cases of M-flows are algebraic flows in graphs (Hamacher [S]) and 
algebraic tensions. A very simple property of M-flows is the following 
4.3. Lemma. Let f be an M-flow and DE 9,. Then 
f(e,H k(D+):= * k(e). 
L'ED+ 
Proof. 
f(e,)sf(e,) * f(D-\{e,}) by compatibility rule (3.3) 
= fCD-, 
= f(D+) s k(D’) by the dzt: ?ition of an M-flow. 
Let us denote a cocircuit DE !S& as f-saturated, if it fulfills 
f(e) E dom fW Ve E D- \kQ, 
k(e)% f(e)Edom f(e,) VeE D+. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Then we have 
4.6. Lemma (Maximality Criterion). f is a maxi~~2al M-flow, if there exists art 
f-saturated D. 
Proof. D be cocircuit. Then have 
f(q) fk) * by 
= f(D-) f(D+) 
= * (k f)(D+) by 
= k(D+). 
by Lemma is maximal M-flow. 
Next we want to consider the problem how a non-maximal IM-flow f can be 
augmented. A first result concerning this question is 
4.7. Lemma. Let f be M-flow, CE Ce and E E H with E sf(e), Ve E C-. f @ 8 = 
f’:E-+H 
wirh 
f(e) * E 
f’(e):= 
C’, 
f(e) C-, 
f( ) e else 
the capacity-property (4.1). Then f’ is an M-flow. 
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pN)of. According to the definition of E and J; the function f’ is well defined. 
It remains to show that f’ fulfills the cocircuit property (4.2) (Appendix B). 
Now we want to augment he M-flow value f(eI) by changing f as in Lemma 4.7 
using f-augmenting circuits. 
lhibi&n. Let f be an M-flow. 6~ %z, is called an f-augnrcnting circuit, if the 
following conditions are fulfilled. 
f(e) # dom f(e&, VeEC, (4.8) 
Me) 8 fW#dom fk), Ve E C+ \kJ. (4.9) 
4.10. cordluy, If is an f-awgntenhzg 
fkPftel) 
Roof. Let 
By the definition of E(C), f@ &fC) is well defined and has the capacity-->roperty. 
Thus by Lemma 4.7 f@ g(C) is an M-flow. Furthermore 
CfO E(C)k,) = f(e,) * e(C)>fkQ 
since 6 $ dom f( e,). 
This corollary and the lemmata of this section can now be used to prove the 
following 
4.11. lbhx M-Flow-Min &circuit Theorem (MF-MC Theorem). f is a maximal 
M-flow if and only if there exists a cocircuit D E 9, with f (e,) = k( D’) 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3 the “If’‘-assertion is obvious. If f is maximal the existence 
of an f-saturated cocircuit D can be shown (Appendix B). Since an f-saturated 
cocircuit D fulfills the conditions of (4.11) the MF-MC theorem is proved. 
5. An 
The 
augmenting circuit dgorithm 
results of Section 4 give rise 
maximal M-flow: 
Stark f M-flow (e.g.: f SO). 
to a very simple procedure to determine a 
1. Determine an f-augmenting circuit C. If none exists--, 3. 
2. Set f=f@e(C)+l. 
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3. There exists an f-saturated cocircuit D, thus f is maximal with f(e,) = 
k (D’). stop 
If the capacities k(e), e E E’, are commensurable, .g. if H = 2 or H = Q, then 
the algorithm can perform only finitely many iterations. Thus the procedure is 
finite in this case. 
Until now we did not find a good method to find the f-augmenting circuit C in 
step 1. Though the checking of all circuits in A4 is a finite procedure this 
proceeding is surely not very meaningful. 
In the special case of graphic matroids, i.e. algebraic flows in graphs G = (V, E), 
this algorithm leads to an O(]V1’) generalization of the Edmonds/Karp [4] 
algorithm (cf. Hamacher [S]). 
If &f is a cographic matroid the augmenting circuit algorithm determines a 
maximal M-flow. which is called algebraic tension, in at most O(l Vi 1EI) opera- 
tions. 
Another possibility to find a maximal M-frow consists in pie&g together 
M-flows f and incremental f ows cp successively. Incremental flows are M-flows in 
incremental matroids, which are introduced in the next section. 
6. Incremental flow algorithm 
Let f be an M-flow and let 
El :={e E E’I k(e) 5 f(e) 4 dom f(e,)} U{e,} 
E2 : ={e E E’I f(e) q! dom f(e&}. 
Each element e E F: =(E, n &) is now duplicated 
finite set 
E,:=EUF withF:={Z(eU}. 
and we denote with Q the 
For each subset E’ s ,E we denote with E’ f7 F the set of all duplicated elements of 
E’ f7 F, i.e. 
E’:={(P&IeEE’nF}. 
To a given Fc F let YF’ be a function, which substitutes in each CE: % 
the elements e E F’ n C by their copies, i.e. 
ye’= C\F'um 
If I? : = {p 1 F’ c F), we define the family @ by 
Q:={y(C)lyEr,CE%}. 
Furthermore the family 6 consists of all cocircuits DE 9, m which the elements 
e E F n D have been duplicated, i.e. 
$:=(DUFnDpE9}. 
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6.1. Lemma. E; with circuit set @ and w&&t set @ is a regular matroid. 
IRoot. The circuit exchange property of matroids is inherited from (E, %) to 
(Ej/&). (Notice that ee&+Qt!c Vth@.) Thus (Ef,@) is a matroid. The 
regularity of the matroid can be seen by checking equation (2.1) for the following 
partitions of the &E 
with 
d?:=(c+\~‘)u(c-nF), k=(c-\F’)u(c+nF). 
l5:=Du(rn)=9+uB- 
with 
D A+:=D+u(D-nn, &-:=D-u(mfi. 
If we reverse the signs of all e E E2\ F we denote the set of circuits d resp. 
cocircuits @ with the resulting new partitions by Vf resp. 9’. (4, qf) is a regular 
matroid (see Section 2). [In order to avoid misunderstandings let us detail the 
partitions: 
with 
~+:=(C”nE,\F’)U(CnF’)U(CnE,\F’), 
C”:=(C-nE,\F’)U(CnF’)U(CnE,\F’). 
D’=DU(i=nF)=d+uo’- 
with 
D’+:=(D+nE,)U(D-nF)U(D-nE,\F), 
@-:=(D-nE,)u(D+nrju(D+nE,\F).] 
Debition. M” = (4, @) is the incremental matroid (with respect to f) 
It should be noted that the concept of incremental matroids is compatible with the 
texul incremental graph which is used in the (algebraic) flow theory on graphs 
(Hamacher [S]). 
The incremental matroid M, bears the information whether an M-flow f can be 
augmented or not: 
6.2. Lemma. 7here exists an f-augmenting circuit C in M if and only if there exists 
a circuit c’ E qf with el E Cf and C?- = Q. 
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Proof. Let C be an f-augmenting circuit in 1M and let F’ : = Fn C’. Then 
Cf : = yF,(C) fulfills the assertion. 
Conversely let Cf = y&C) E Vf with e, E cf and c”- = 8. By the definition of 
d’ we have 
C’+=(C+nE,\F)U(C-nF)u(C-nEz\F). 
t?- = fi! yields 
C+GE,AC-c(E,\F’)UF’=E2. 
Hence by the definition of El, E2 
i 
k(e) ~fW#domfW VeEC+, 
f(e) 4 dam fh) Vet&- 
and thus C is an f-augmenting circuit. 
We define now a capacity function kf : 4 \{e,} ---, H by 
k(e) 5 f(e) if e E El, 
kf(e) := f(e), if ecE,\F, 
f( ) e’, if e E E 
It is easy to see that b(e) > 0 for all e E 4 \{e,}. Thus the following definition 
makes sense: 
D&rition. An M-flow 9 in Mr with respect to the capacity function 4 is called 
an incremental pow. 
It can be shown now (Hamacher [9]) that each M-flow f can be decomposed in 
M-flows with constant values f(e) on circuits C E: % with C- = $3. In particular this is 
true for the incremental flows. Thus Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 4.10 yield: 
6.3. Incremental Theorem. Let f be an M-flow and let cp be an incremental f ow 
with respect o f. Let f” =:f@ Q be defined by 
e e El, 
else, 
f”(e) : = 
-E,\F, 
e E F, 
else. 
Then f” is an M-flow with value 
fYd = f(q) * cp(el). 
Proof. By induction, using the above mentioned lemmata. 
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This theorem justifies :he following algorithm. 
Incremental Now AZgodhm 
Stat. f M-flow (e.g. f 
1. Generate the incremental matroid A+ If no circuit c’ with C’- = 8 exists in 
M,: Mop. 
2 Determine an incremental Row q. 
3. set f:=f@qml. 
In the special case of graphic matroids this algorithm leads to an O((Vjt)El) 
generalization of Dinic’s [3] algorithm and to generalizations of Karzanov-type 
algorithms (Karzanov [ 101, Cherkasky [2], “Indians” [ 111) for the algebraic flow 
problem in graphs (Hamacher [8]). 
In all these cases (G has special properties (p is called dead-end flow) and is 
defined on a special subgraph of the incremental graph (the so called layered 
graph). 
It is still an open question whether the concept of the above mentioned layered 
graph algorithms can be transferred to the general case of regular matroids. 
The flow augmenting approach can be used to develop algorithms for solving 
min-cost M-j?ow problems: 
min 1 f(e) - a(e) s.t. f maximal M-flow. 
eeE 
The f-augmenting circuit C has in each iteration “minimal length” (and can be 
determined by using max M-flow algorithm applied to M* (= dual of M)). 
Furthermore a primal algorithm can be developed by starting with a maximal 
M-flow and looking for negative circwits in the incremental matroid Mf 
(Hamacher [9]). 
Appendix A 
If the reader is interested only in real valued matroid Aows he can use the 
M-flow theory with the following substitutions 
M-flows fi H posH * ‘.$ dom x S 
real-valued flows R R’ + - 0 usual order 
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It should be noted that in this special algebraic system the strong cancellation rule 
is valid and hence a partition of (R, +, 6) is not necessary. 
Appendix B 
Proof of Lemma 4.7 
We have to show that f’ fulfills the cocircuit property (4.2). For this purpose let 
D E 9. Partition D+ resp. D- in three subsets as follows: 
D+=e+\c, D”=D’lX+, D“=zI+nc-, 
D- =m\c, D--=wnc-, o-+=zrnc+. 
The property (2.1) of regular matroids yields 
ID++1 - ID’-1 = ID-+1 - ID--l. 
Furthermore by the definition of f’ we have 
f’(D’) = f(fi’) * f(D. ‘) * &(ID”I, * (f” E) (D’-), 
f’(D-) = f(B-) * f(D_‘) * &(ID_‘I) * (f” E) (D--). 
Hence we get the assertion by the following case analysis. 
Case 
= f(D+) 
Case 
rule .) 
1. ID++ja\D+-j+D++I-ID+-\=\D-+\-ID--I=:p~o+f’(D+) 
*p=& = f(D--) * p l e=f’(D--).Lp=s:=e* . l l * E, p-times Vp E N.] 
2. (Only necessary if (H, *, S) does not fulfill the strong cancellation 
~D++~<~u+-~~~D+-I-~D++~=IP--~--IO-+I=~>O 
3 f’(D+) * p l E = f(D+) = f(D-) = f’(D-) * p l 6. 
The weak cancellation rules imply 
(a) f’(D’) = f’(D-), or 
(b) f’(D+) * p l E = p l E. 
In this case we have f’(D’) sOi (else f’(D”) * p 9 E > p l 8). On the other hand 
D +- = 8 implies the existence of an element e E D‘- with f’(e) 2 Cli(e) by the 
definition of f(e) 5 e and this yields: f’(D’) ~Oi(Elv Hence f’(D’) = Oid,,. Analog- 
OUS~Y f’( D-) = Oi(e) follows. Thus f’( D’) = f”( D-) is proved. 
Proof of the MF-MC Theorem 
Let f be a maximal M-flow. By Corollary 4.10 there exists an element e = : e(C) 
for all CE %,+, satisfying 
e(C)E C’ and k(e)*f(e)Edom f(e,), (1) 
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or 
e(C) E C and f(e) E dom j’(el). 
Let S := Ucc~~,e(C). By the definition of S IS n C( a 1, VCE %L+I. 
(2) 
Lemma. 7’hew exists SkS with 
ISnCp1 VCE%f,, 
and 
S’nC=e(C) foratZeastoneC~%f,. 
(3) 
(4) 
Ruof. Perform the following algorithm 
stat& s=g. 
L 
20 
3. 
In 
S”:={eES( e=e(C)itlCnS(= 1). 
If S”=QI+3. 
Else S’ = S’ u S”. 
Set S=S\{eESIe=e(C)nJCnS’~~l}. 
If s=g stop. 
Else + 1. 
For all CE WC’, with e(C)E S, 1CnSlz~ 2 holds. Hence we can find a sequ- 
eWeOf c&&f%,+,: 
cl CA ’ l l eiCiei+i l ’ ’ e&et+, 
such that (a) e, = e(G), (b) e,+l E G, (c) el+l = el. 
Set S=S\{e,i 1 i=l,. . .,r), where r:=# if I is even and r:=$(Z-1) if 1 
is odd; and +l. 
each iteration of this algorithm ISI is strongly decreasing and the conditions 
I(s’us)ncpi vc~%,‘,, (3 
S’ n C = e(C) for at least one C E U,+ (6) 
hold. When the algorithm stops (5), (6) are just the conditions (3) and (4). 
Next we use the painting property of the matroid 2M (Minty [12]): If E is 
partitioned in three sets R, G and B (“painting” of the elements in red, green and 
blue colours) with ICI= 1, then there exists, either 
a green-red circuit C E %, i.e. G c_ C c G U R, (7) 
or 
a green-blue cocircuit D E %, i.e. G c_ D c_ G U ES. (8) 
Let B:=S’, G:={el} and R : = E \ (S’ U {e 1}). If we assume a green-red cycle C, 
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then CE %,+, and by the definition of S’ (3) yields (S’ n Cl a 1. Hence C contains a 
blue element (contradiction!). 
Therefore the painting property implies the existence of a green-blue cocircuit 
D, i.e. D c S’ U {e,). W.l.0.g. e1 E D-- (cf.. to Section 2). 
If we choose any e E D \{e,} we can find a cocircuit~ CE %l, with e = e(C) by the 
definition of S’. As e, E C+ f7 I)- the property (2.1) of regular matroids implies 
Ic+im+l= 1 +Ic-no-I= 1. 
Hence 
eE D’ 3 XE%,‘,, e = e(C)E C’ 3 k(e) sf(e)Edomf(e,), 
eE Db‘\{el} =$ XE Uz,,, e = e(C)E C + f(e)Edomf(e,). 
Thus D is an f-saturated cocircuit and the MF-MC theorem follows. 
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